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Last Meeting

We were delighted to welcome back Stephen Skinner and I was especially sorry to have missed the
evening – maybe he gave an explanation for why Dan-Air fitted this odd radome to G-BIUV! 

However, thanks to Michael Jones here is a brief summary of StephenÊs presentation for those
who also couldnÊt get there.

Thank you to the relatively small but knowledgeable group of attendees who braved the rather
foul weather (including one long time branch member Mark who joined us during a visit home

from Australia) to hear the always excellent Stephen Skinner give his talk on the HS748 and
BAe ATP. 

The story of the 748Ês development is a familiar one for the 1950Ês with political meddling in
the British aviation industry thankfully in this case just with the manufacturers and not

wrecking the design as has happened far too often. 

Development included rough field testing against the HP Herald at Martlesham Heath as shown
below.



The 748 was a success with 380 produced either for passenger use or military service as the
Andover which are still flying today with the Indian Air Force.

The ATPÊs story was rather shorter with only 65 produced. For many aviation enthusiasts ATP
stands for „Another Technical Problem‰. Only 2 operators are left flying them those being

Deraya Air Taxi of Indonesia and West Air whoÊs SE-MHK is on FR24 as I type hauling cargo
from Nantes to East Midlands. 



Sales Stand 

Regrettably the branch were unable to take advantage of NigelÊs kind offer of a free Sales Stand
at either Rougham or JetFest. Eric did offer to help at Rougham but with no other volunteers
to assist it was clearly an untenable situation for him to run the stand single handedly, but I am
pleased to say he did attend the North Weald Marshallers Fly-In on the Sunday and helped in
the very busy Control Tent checking in the visiting pilots. With JetFest the request for pitches
exceeded supply so with no volunteers of our own, and with less than 2 weeks to go before

the event, I reluctantly had to advise Nigel the branch was unable to accept the opportunity to
attend. Later the same day I did receive an offer from Steve Knight and his son to manage the
Stand at North Weald but, unfortunately, our potential pitch had been reallocated to another

party. Perhaps with the weather that weekend then maybe it wouldnÊt have been pleasant
trying to keep dry anyway. Nevertheless, my sincere thanks again to Nigel for the offers, and

also to Eric, and Steve and Matthew Knight. Maybe in 2020?

Freebie „Stand‰ 

 Andy Goldsmith has the following available to a good home:
Air Britain News – all 12 issues commencing January 1972 (ie Vol. 1)

-  all but one of volume 2 (1973) October is missing

-  and a few from 1974
Please contact Andy direct (or thruÊ me if you donÊt have his e-mail address) 

STN Scene

I should like to mention straightaway that all of this Section was written and prepared in
September so it is possible some of the narrative may have been overtaken by actual events in

the period from then until mid-October.

A few things of interest starting with the news that Eurowings will not operate their Cologne
to STN route this winter and will be stopping in October but re-commence again in March.

Also disappointing is that you are unlikely to see aircraft from this airline in the near future as
apparently Russian government approval was not given to the reported plan of Ural Airlines to

commence a 4pw routing into STN from Moscow Zhokovsky starting this month. 

On the positive side it is believed that China Southern are looking to increase their frequency
into STN from March 2020 by 2 additional flights, making 6pw. Also good news is that Air India
will be commencing a 3pw Amritsar B787 service commencing in November but is this the end

of embryonic FlyPop which had plans to start a STN-ATQ service?



Another one for the future is that possibly starting next May is Global Airlift Solutions with
their PC12 OH-ZRH. IF this happens it would be weekly to KTW, but no other schedule

details.

Big news nationally on 23rd September was when Thomas Cook finally collapsed into the
history books after a slow lingering death over many years, albeit its presence at STN was not
large and it had already planned to reduce that footprint even more at the end of this holiday

season.  The rumour mill had Condor with its 49% Thomas Cook ownership (and other
separate airlines with Thomas Cook share holdings such as Thomas Cook Balearics) on its list
of potential imminent failures but the German Federal Govt.  quickly stepped in with a EUR
380 million (£335m) bridging loan and Thomas Cook Scandinavia likewise seems to have a

secure future.



Andy GoldsmithÊs photo of A320 YL-LCS taken at STN on 29th August 2019

Not strictly STN scene, but Thomas Cook was not alone as September 2019 proved to be a
critical, indeed fatal, month for other European airlines, starting with Aigle Azur which stopped

all flights after 6th September which grounded its modest fleet of 11, mainly A320s. I recall
seeing Aigle Azur liveried Boeing 307 Stratoliners at LBG when I first started spotting. Also,
although again of not great significance to the STN scene, citing financial difficulties, French

airline XL Airways halted ticket sales on 19th September and entered into receivership on 23rd
September. The carrier had a fleet of 4 Airbus A330s. Also on September 30th Adria declared

bankruptcy and ceased operations.

Much better news is that the cash flow issues that haunted one of my favourite long haul
airlines to fly with, Norwegian , who reportedly even put their LGW slots up for sale so as to
generate cash, were eased considerably in September with the agreement of bondholders to

defer repayments of two  significant loans by 18-24 months.  



BUT......  could we seeing this sight again in the future?

Following the purchase the WOW brand by a group led by Michele Ballarin of US Aerospace
Associates it is reported that a re-born airline using the WOW banner will start flying again
between KEF and IAD (Washington DC), under a US AOC initially, possibly as soon as this

month. STN next maybe?

More probably we will first see the new SAS liveried A319/32 at STN gates – A350 pictured
below – but in my view the scheme whilst 100 times better than their current dull hotch-

potch colours, is quite simply, boring just like the new Lufthansa and Air Canada.

What we should also be seeing – but when? – is the Boeing 737MAX. The 737MAX problems
have been well documented and STN operators are clearly badly affected – Ryanair in

particular – so on commercial grounds these airlines cannot be pleased that the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) has announced it will not accept by way delegation the eventual
FAA safety approval. Instead, EASA will run its own independent tests and will need to be fully
satisfied before any approval of a return of the MAX to commercial flights by airlines under its

jurisdiction. This is a significant break with the established international practice of aviation
regulators accepting each otherÊs standards.  



The FAA has stated „Our first priority is safety, and we have set no time frame for when the
work will be completed. Each government will make its own decision to return the aircraft to
service, based on a thorough safety assessment." The US press has reported that it expected
FAA approval in October with airline flight resumption after all appropriate software updates

before year end. That may not be the case for EASA. 

Another problem for Boeing to solve relates to the Boeing 777-9 where FR reports that in
final load testing a cargo door blew off a static test frame albeit at a pressurisation level well in

excess of anything that will be experience in flight. It seems static testing was temporarily
halted.

Boeing and Airbus both made statements in September of their vision for future airliner
demand, and the figures are staggering.  The forecasts are a world demand for between 44,000
and 48,000 commercial aircraft over the next 20 years, with both companies saying there was

little sign of the aviation boom lessening any time soon.  

LetÊs get back to the STN scene, firstly a couple of shots by Marius taken on 2nd September

07-7183 and 01-0187, two of the 3 C17s and a C5 that visited in the first few days of September



The very colourful MD-83 OY-RUE of Danish Air Transport

Michael JonesÊs photo of BD700 VP-CNY landing 19th September

Falcon 7X PR-NAK landing 20th September



A340-642 9H-PGS departing on a Thomas Cook Rescue flight to Tenerife on 27th September

More photos from each month can be found on the branch website and Facebook Group.

Oshkosh Part 2 – UK military connections

Someone has kindly made a few favourable comments to me about recent Chats and has asked
what other aircraft at Oshkosh this year had British connections. There were quite a few in fact
but I didnÊt snap any of the regular Chippies and Bulldogs, nor PA24 G-AVGA , which I had seen
there before, parked amongst the many hundreds of aircraft in the North 40 camping area, but

here are a few I did record digitally.

This Beech D17S is currently registered as N582 and was designated as a Traveller Mk. I by the
Royal Navy when it saw wartime service with 781 Squadron at Lee-on-Solent. It is now

restored in its WW2 scheme including correct serial FT478.



Other WW2 era attending were 

Texas Flying Legends MuseumÊs beautiful Spitfire LF Mk.IXc MK959  (N959RT) which initially
served with RAF 302 Sqdn  (Polish pilots) until May 30th 1944 before transferring to 329 Sqdn

(French pilots) whose D-Day invasion colours are those worn today. Interestingly it was
transferred to yet another unit, 165 Sqdn in August of 1944, the 3rd different Squadron inside

90 days.

One of the showÊs stars was Mosquito FB.VI PZ474 (N474PZ), restored in New Zealand and
F/F 13th January 2019, and now owned by Lewis Air Legends of Texas. These markings are false
as this aircraft never saw service with the RAF let alone taking part in the D-Day operations, it
being delivered post-war from Hatfield direct to the RNZAF as NZ2384 as late as April 1947.

Spartan 7W KD102 (N17634) was originally delivered to a US corporate but on 31st

December 1940 was registered with the RAF as KD102, and then operated by the UK
Government owned Polaris Flight Academy, Glendale, CA. Two years later it was transferred to
RAF Ferry Command at Montreal, Canada, before being re-civilianised and sold on 4th October

1945.



Stansted Nostalgia

I am pleased to say my idea for a „nostalgia‰ section has received some positive comments and
I kick this off with some great photos taken by Steve Knight.  More of the same please for

future editions – colour or even B&W scans are all very acceptable. At the moment I have no
others to include.

Scanair DC-10-30 SE-DHS landing at STN on RWY22 on 21st May 1989.



And following the DC-10 on approach was G-BNTB, a Fokker F27-600 of Air UK.

With Shorts Belfast G-BEPS taxiing in sometime in 1991

Looking Ahead – 2020 Branch Meeting Dates

Richard has been busy negotiating with the Parish Administrator and has successfully agreed
that the branch has use of St. JohnÊs Church Hall on the 1st Tuesday of the month for the whole

of its 2020 programme. So please put these dates into your diaries now. I assume that all of
you are more technologically advanced than myself as I still use a hardcopy diary which is

always an annual gift in my Christmas stocking.

January 7th,    February 4th    March 3rd    April 7th      May 5th      June 2nd

July 7th    August 4th     September 1st    October 6th    November 3rd   December 1st



Not a candidate for a RIBA award methinks but at least the heating works now, or so I am
advised by Richard - so blame him, not me, if itÊs a cryogenic chamber again in January! Totally
unrelated to A-B or STN here is a venue where it would be nice to hold our meetings, and
unsurprisingly it is an award winning design. A free cup of coffee at our next meeting for the

first person to you tell me the airportÊs name and where it is. Answer in next monthÊs Chat for
those who arenÊt clever clogs!

Next Meeting – CARE: the 2nd Tuesday of the month!!!

Our November meeting has been deliberately scheduled for the 2nd Tuesday in the month,
Tuesday 12th November, so as not to clash with Guy Fawkes night celebrations. As an aside
whilst visiting the Royal Courts of Justice last month I saw the original ledger recording the

trial of Guy Fawkes and his cohorts in January 1606. Anyway, returning to the present,
NovemberÊs meeting will be an opportunity for you to show us some of the photos youÊve

taken this year; as at recent meetings could you please have small batches of around 30 images
and, please, give us a short commentary of what and where. As always we will meet in
architecturally challenged St. JohnÊs Church Hall commencing 20:15 or thereabouts.

Here are two photos I took at Sun Ân Fun a decade or so ago of aircraft with topical names in
respect of next monthÊs meeting – can you put a name to them?





And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

Controller: "AF1733, You are on an eight mile final for 27R. You have a UH-1 Huey three miles
ahead of you on final; reduce speed to 130 knots."

Pilot: "Rogo', Frankfurt. We're bringing this big bird back to one-hundred and thirty knots fer
ya."

Controller: (a few moments later): "AF33, helicopter traffic at 90 knots now1 1/2 miles ahead
of you; reduce speed further to 110 knots."

Pilot: "AF thirty-three reining this here bird back further to 110 knots"
Controller: "AF33, you are three miles to touchdown, helicopter traffic now 1 mile ahead of

you; reduce speed to 90 knots"
Pilot (a little miffed): "Sir, do you know what the stall speed of this here C-130 is?"

Controller: "No, but if you ask your co-pilot, he can probably tell you."

And another of Andy GoldsmithÊs superb photos, taken at Stanwell on 18th September. I guess
the songsters are not the Palace (nor Spurs) squad after their defeat in the EFL Cup by

Colchester Town! 



And another of AndyÊs taken at Duxford on 21st September, the very rare Bristland Blensander

As always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some
illustrations, plus thanks again to Andy Goldsmith for some of the photographs I have used.

Brian Richards
Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


